Multiferroicity in Rare-Earth Nickelates $R\text{NiO}_3$
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We show that charge ordered rare-earth nickelates of the type $R\text{NiO}_3$ ($R =$ Ho, Lu, Pr and Nd) are multiferroic with very large magnetically-induced ferroelectric (FE) polarizations. This we determine from first principles electronic structure calculations. The emerging FE polarization is directly tied to the long-standing puzzle of which kind of magnetic ordering is present in this class of materials: its direction and size indicate the type of ground-state spin configuration that is realized. Vice versa, the small energy differences between the different magnetic orderings suggest that a chosen magnetic ordering can be stabilized by cooling the system in the presence of an electric field.
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Introduction.—Complex oxides with simultaneous magnetic and ferroelectric (FE) ordering—multiferroics—are attracting enormous scientific interest [1,2]. They offer the potential to control the magnetic order parameter by the FE one and vice versa—a very desirable property from a potential to control the magnetic order parameter by the FE.

A few years ago it was pointed out that, theoretically at least, materials that are simultaneously magnetic and charge ordered can be multiferroic and potentially have a very large polarization [8,9]. To become multiferroic, however, an insulting oxide needs to meet an additional requirement: its symmetry has to be such that magnetic and ferroelectric (FE) orderings are present, magnetically-induced FE polarizations observed so far are typically very small [4–7]. This smallness is particularly pronounced in materials where multiferroicity relies on relativistic spin-orbit coupling, which is intrinsically weak [1].

We show that charge ordered rare-earth nickelates of the type $R\text{NiO}_3$ ($R =$ Ho, Lu, Pr and Nd) are multiferroic with very large magnetically-induced ferroelectric (FE) polarizations. This we determine from first principles electronic structure calculations. The emerging FE polarization is directly tied to the long-standing puzzle of which kind of magnetic ordering is present in this class of materials: its direction and size indicate the type of ground-state spin configuration that is realized. Vice versa, the small energy differences between the different magnetic orderings suggest that a chosen magnetic ordering can be stabilized by cooling the system in the presence of an electric field.

Lattice and charge order.—The metal-insulator transition in $R\text{NiO}_3$ ($R =$ Pr, Nd, Sm, Ho, Lu, etc.) takes place at relatively high temperatures: $T_{\text{MI}} =$ 130 K (Pr), 200 K (Nd), 400 K (Sm), 580 K (Ho) and 600 K (Lu) and is believed to coincide with the appearance of charge ordering and a simultaneous transition of the crystallographic symmetry from orthorhombic Pbnm to monoclinic $P2_1/n$ [10–12]. The charge ordering is characterized by a nickel charge disproportionation of formally Ni$^{3+}$ into Ni$^{(3+\delta)+}$.
and Ni$^{(3−δ)^+}$, which form a simple two-sublattice, rock-saltlike, superstructure, see Fig. 1. To be specific we will consider in the following four representative members from the nickelate series: $R = \text{Ho, Lu, Pr and Nd}$. Of these $R = \text{Ho and Lu}$ are small rare-earth ions, with a magnetic ordering temperature $T_N$ below the metal-insulator transition: $T_N < T_{\text{MI}}$ (for Ho $T_N = 145$ K, for Lu 130 K). The nickelates with the larger rare-earth ions, Pr or Nd, are different in that their metal-insulator transition coincides with the appearance of magnetic ordering: $T_N = T_{\text{MI}}$. The monoclinic $P2_1/n$ crystal structure contains two inequivalent Ni positions and three inequivalent oxygen atoms (O$_1$, O$_2$, O$_3$) [10,11,13]. Experimentally the charge ordering reflects itself in an oxygen breathing distortion of the NiO$_6$ octahedra and induces different magnetic moments on the two inequivalent Ni atoms (1.4/1.4$\mu_B$ and 0.6/0.7$\mu_B$ for Ho/Lu, respectively) [14,15].

**Magnetic order.**—The magnetic neutron diffraction peaks are characterized by the propagation vector $Q = (\frac{1}{2}, 0, \frac{1}{2})$ [13,14,16]. In this class of nickelates the experiments suggested three possible magnetic structures. In the following we label two collinear magnetic structures as $S$ and $T$, and the noncollinear one as $N$ (see Fig. 1). In both the $S$- and $T$-type magnetic structure the Ni spins within the $ab$ plane form ferromagnetic zigzag chains. Adjacent zigzag chains in the same plane are coupled antiferromagnetically. The stacking of the zigzag chains along the $c$ axis differentiates between $S$- and $T$-type ordering: in $S$-type ordering [Fig. 1(a)] the zigzag spin chains are all pointing in the same direction, whereas for $T$-type ordering [Fig. 1(b)] the zigzag chains in adjacent planes are pointing in opposite directions. This implies for $T$-type ordering that the spins in a plane perpendicular to the $[−1, 0, 1]$ direction are pointing in the same direction, see Fig. 1(b). Along this $[−1, 0, 1]$ direction the ferromagnetic planes are ordered in a $[1][1][1]$ fashion [9]. In the noncollinear $N$ structure (Fig. 1(c) [17]) all spins lie in the $ac$ plane, with spins in a plane perpendicular to $[1,0,1]$ pointing in the same direction. When moving from plane to plane along $[1,0,1]$ the spins rotate within the $ac$ plane. The $N$-type magnetic structure therefore corresponds to a spin spiral.

**Ab Initio results.**—For the crystallographic and magnetic structures outlined above we performed a set of density functional calculations using the projector augmented-wave (PAW) method and a plane-wave basis sets as implemented in VASP [18]. We include the strong Coulomb interactions between the Ni 3$d$ electrons, in SGGA + $U$ [19–21] calculations for $U = 8$ eV and a Hund’s rule exchange of $J_H = 0.88$ eV. Starting from the experimental centrosymmetric crystal structures we compute the electronic structure for $T$, $S$, and $N$ magnetic order. In all the calculations, the difference in total energy between the $T$- and $S$-type ordering is very small, within the numerical accuracy. We evaluate the electronic contributions to the polarization with the Berry phase method within the PAW formalism [22,23]. In Table I we report the electronic contributions to the FE polarization for the $T$- and $S$-type magnetic ordering. For the noncollinear $N$-type ordering these calculations are numerically extremely demanding. We have therefore computed the polarization for HoNiO$_3$ in its experimental crystal structure only, resulting in $P_T = −110$ nC/cm$^2$ and $P_a = 20$ nC/cm$^2$. It is remarkable that for $T$-type magnetic ordering the polarization is large, in the $ac$ plane and predominantly along the $a$ axis, for $S$-type magnetic ordering it is large and strictly along the $b$ axis and for $N$-type magnetic ordering it is weak, in the $ac$ plane and mostly along $c$.

**$S$- and $T$-type magnetism: origin of multiferroicity.**—Having established that the magnetic ordering induces a very significant FE polarization in the rare-earth nickelates, we now clarify its microscopic origin and explain its different direction for $T$- and $S$-type order. In the $P2_1/n$ structure the corner-sharing NiO$_6$ octahedra are distorted and tilted due to the so-called GdFeO$_3$ distortion, which

![Fig. 1](color online). Schematic view of the charge and magnetic ordered (a) $S$-type, (b) $T$-type, and (c) $N$-type noncollinear magnetic structure of RNiO$_3$. Ni$^{2+}$ and Ni$^{4+}$ are shown in red and orange. Arrows represent Ni spins. In (a) and (b), the zigzag spin chains are indicated. In (c), the FM planes perpendicular to [101] are highlighted. The vector $P$ shows the direction of polarization obtained in our calculations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rare earth</th>
<th>Experimental structure</th>
<th>Relaxation structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T$ type</td>
<td>$S$ type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{tot}$</td>
<td>$P_a$</td>
<td>$P_c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu</td>
<td>10.31</td>
<td>9.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho</td>
<td>8.66</td>
<td>8.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr</td>
<td>14.80</td>
<td>13.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>8.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
causes a counter-rotation of neighboring octahedra in the $ab$ plane, see Fig. 2. Neighboring planes along the $c$ axis display a similar in-plane oxygen displacement pattern. The end result of the distortions is that each Ni ion is surrounded by two crystallographically inequivalent oxygen sites in the $ab$ plane: $O_2$ and $O_3$, see Fig. 2. Along one direction chains of $O_2$-$Ni$-$O_2$-$Ni$ bonds form and perpendicular to it, all bonds are $O_3$-$Ni$-$O_3$-$Ni$. In spite of these distortions the crystal structure is still centrosymmetric and the material therefore paraelectric. However, the formation of zigzag spin chains in the $ab$ plane breaks this inversion symmetry.

The magnetic ordering along the $Ni-O_2$ chain direction can be denoted as $Ni_{II}O_2Ni_{II}O_2Ni_{II}$. In this structure the $O_2$ sites become inequivalent as one $O_2$ is in between charge disproportionate Ni ions with parallel spin and the other one between antiparallel Ni spins. Thus the oxygen sites split into $O_2$ and $O_2'$, see Fig. 2. Besides the charge disproportionation on the Ni sites, now also the inequivalent oxygen atoms $O_2$ and $O_2'$ charge polarize. For the $Ni-O_2$ chain the situation is similar and the splitting is into $O_3$ and $O_3'$. The inequivalence of the four in-plane oxygen ions surrounding a Ni is directly reflected by their different Born effective charges $Z''$: when for instance $R = Lu$ we find $Z''(O_2) = -1.25e$, $Z''(O_3) = -6.37e$, $Z''(O_{3'}) = -1.59e$ and $Z''(O_{3'}) = -1.73e$. For other rare earths we observe similar trends. The resulting inequivalence of oxygen ions situated on the nickel bonds causes a partial shift away from a nickel site-centered charge ordering to a Ni-Ni bond-centered charge ordering. The resulting net dipole moment of each nickel-oxide $ab$ plane has a finite projection along both the $a$ and $b$ axis, see Fig. 2. This dipole formation is reminiscent of the mechanism for ferroelectricity proposed in Ref. [25], where it was discussed in the context of HoMnO$_3$. For $S$-type magnetic order the dipole moments of different nickel-oxide $ab$ planes add up to a net polarization along the $b$ axis. The following symmetry argument underlies the fact that the polarization vanishes in all other directions. Translating an $ab$ plane along $[001]$ interchanges the $O_2$ and $O_3$ positions, but leaves the alternation pattern of parallel or antiparallel spin bonds invariant, see Fig. 3(a). The $O_2$-$O_3$ interchange is equivalent to a rotation around the $b$ axis by $\pi$. As in this case also $P$ rotates by $\pi$ around $b$ axis, the net polarization points fully along $b$, see Fig. 3(a).

By virtue of the same argument for $T$-type magnetic ordering the polarization along the $b$ axis vanishes, see Fig. 3(b). In this case a translation along $[001]$ again interchanges the $O_2$ and $O_3$ positions, but the bonds of parallel spins transform into antiparallel ones and vice versa. This implies that compared to the $S$-type structure, an elementary translation along $[001]$ in the $T$-type structure generates an additional inversion of $P$, see Fig. 3(b). Consequently the net in-plane polarization of the system is now along $a$. Via a similar argument one finds in the $T$-type structure a finite polarization along the $c$-axis, which is forbidden in the $S$-type structure.

Noncollinear phase: origin of multiferroicity.—The $N$-type structure corresponds to a magnetic spiral with propagation vector $Q = [1/2, 0, 1/2]$ and rotation axis $e = [0, 1, 0]$; it is a spiral with spins rotating in the $ac$ plane. The spiral structure implies that in the direction of $Q$ the angle between spins in successive planes is invariant, so that magnetic bonds are equivalent. The $N$-type magnetic ordering can therefore not give rise to multiferroicity via a modulation of the charge ordering, as is the case in the $S$ and $T$ phase. However, in spin-spirals the relativistic spin-orbit coupling directly causes a FE polarization [1]. Symmetry dictates that this polarization arises in the di-

![FIG. 2 (color online). Schematic arrangement of oxygen-induced dipoles and resulting FE polarization for the $P2_1/n$ crystal structure, in the top layer of Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).](image1)

![FIG. 3 (color online). Ferroelectric polarization after an elementary translation along the $c$ axis, corresponding to the second layer Fig. 1, for (a) $S$- and (b) $T$-type magnetic ordering.](image2)
occurs in some materials, but still reduced in the FE phase. Starting from the experimental centrosymmetric $P2_1/n$ crystal structure with a magnetic supercell we relax unit cell ionic positions, allowing for a lower symmetry structure to develop. Details of the structural relaxations will be published elsewhere [26].

The resulting total FE polarizations are reported in Table I. For the $S$-type magnetic state the induced lattice distortions enhance $\mathbf{P}$ for all nickelates that we have considered. For $T$-type magnetic state also a reduction of the polarization occurs in some materials, but still $\mathbf{P}$ stays very large: $\sim 10 \mu C/cm^2$ for Ho/Lu, $\sim 8 \mu C/cm^2$ for Pr/Nd. In the $T$-type magnetic state the polarization along the $a$ axis, $P_a$, dominates over $P_c$. We find that $P_c$ is so small due to a partial cancellation of ionic contributions to $P_c$, an effect that was also observed in HoMn$_2$O$_3$ [6] and in TbMnO$_3$ [27]. For the $S$-type structure we find total $P_b \sim 7 \mu C/cm^2$ for Ho/Lu, and $\sim 3 \mu C/cm^2$ for Pr/Nd. The generic observation is that nickelates with small rare-earth ions (Ho and Lu) tend to show the largest polarizations.

Conclusions.—On the basis of theoretical calculations we predict that the perovskite nickelates $R$NiO$_3$ ($R$ rare earth) are multiferroic in their low-temperature insulating magnetic phase. We show that there are different mechanisms at play for magnetically-induced ferroelectricity in $R$NiO$_3$. The $S$ and $T$ collinear magnetic spin configurations give a remarkably large polarization ($\sim 10 \mu C/cm^2$) along the $b$ axis and in the $ac$ plane, respectively. It is driven by an arrangement of spins that forces the charge ordering to shift from site centered to partial bond centered. The estimated polarization in the $S$ and $T$ collinear cases is much larger than that arising from a relativistic spin-orbit related mechanism, which is at play in the $N$-type spin-spiral state. An experimental determination of the direction and magnitude of $\mathbf{P}$ can therefore solve the long-standing puzzle related to the magnetic ground state in nickelates. The fact that according to our calculations the energies of the $S$- and $T$-type magnetic structures are very close but the directions of polarization are quite different, suggests one can stabilize one or the other by cooling in an appropriate electric field, so that in effect an applied external electric field can control the realization of different magnetic phases in these nickelates.
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